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ABSTRACT 
The generalized q-circulant is defined, which is a generalization of circulants. 
The set of all generalized l-circulants is a commutative algebra. The determinant and 
a formula for the Moore-Penrose inverse of a generalized q-circulant are given. 
0. INTRODUCTION. 
An n X n matrix A = [aji]lGi,iGn is a circulant if aji=ai_i for i>i and 
aii = a for i <i. The study of circulants has a very long history in the 
theoG:ffmatrices and determinants [6, pp. 401-4121. Various generaliza- 
tions and related topics have been studied by Ore [7j, Silva [9], Trapp [12], 
Chao [3, 41, Ablow and Brenner [l], Stalling and Boullion [ll], Pye, Boullion 
and Atchison [8], Cline, Plemmons and Worm [5] and Smith [lo]. In this 
paper, we will study the following generalization of circulants. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a field. Let A =[XJl(i,i<n be an no n block 
matrix where the blocks xii are m X m matrices over F. Let q be a positive 
integer. We say that A is a generalized block q-circulant if there is a group G 
of order n and a one-to-one correspondence QJ : Z,+G, where Z, = 
{I,2,..., n}, such that q(l) = 1, the identity of G, and 
Xii=X(~-‘(~(i)-g~(i))) for 1 <i,i <n, 0) 
where X(k) = Xlk . Let Ss;(G,cp) be the set of all generalized block q-circu- 
lants associated with the map ‘p : Z,+G. If q = 1, then we will say that A is a 
generalized block circulant and denote S;l( G, q) by S”‘( G, q). If m = 1, then 
we will say that A is a generalized q-circulunt and denote S,‘(G, 9’) by 
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S,( G, cp). If m = q = 1, then we will say that A is a generalized circulant and 
denote S,‘(G,(p) by S(G,q). 
Since we know very little about the nonabelian case, for the rest of this 
paper we always assume that G is abelian. 
This paper is organized as follows. 
Section 1. Notation and Preliminaries. We show that it is sufficient to 
study S;(G,h) f or a fixed h which is defined in terms of the data from a 
decomposition of G into cyclic factors. 
Section 2. Structure of S( G, A). We show that S(G,h) is a commutative 
algebra which is isomorphic to the group algebra of G. 
Section 3. A Characterization of Generalized q-Circular&. We show 
that A E S,( G, A) if and only if EA = AEq for all E in a basis for the algebra 
S(G,A). 
Section 4. Generalized Circulants over @. We determine the eigenval- 
ues of a generalized circulant and its Moore-Penrose inverse. 
Section 5. Generalized q-Circulants over @. We extend Stallings and 
Boullion’s formula for Moore-Penrose inverse of q-circulants to generalized 
q-circulants. W e also have a new formula for Moore-Penrose inverse if 
(q,4= 1. 
Section 6. Composite Matrix of Generalized q-Circulants. We show 
how to reduce a generalized block q-circulant whose blocks are generalized 
p-circulants to a generalized circulant. 
Section 7. Generalized Circulunts over a Gal& Field. We extend 
Silva’s formula for the determinant of a circulant over a Galois field to 
generalized circulants. 
Section 8. An Application to the Theory of Vibrations. 
1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
The Kronecker product of two matrices [a,J and [b,,] is given by 
[a,J @ [bap] = [ cii], where C+ = a& hap]. We use Z, to denote the identity 
matrix of order m and let A = A @I,,, if there is no danger of confusion. For a 
permutation 7 : Z,+ Z,, we use P(T) to denote the matrix obtained by 
permuting the columns of Z, via 7. It is easy to see that P(T) is nonsingular 
and P(T)-l=P(~)‘=P(~)*=P(~-l). 
Let G be a finite group of order n, and let cp, I/J : Z,,+ G be two one-to-one 
correspondences. Then r = #- ‘q is a permutation of Z,. 
LEMMA 1.1. A E ST(G,#) if and only if @(T)*A@(T) E ST(G,q), where 
q = +Lr. Furtheme, jf the first row block of A is (Xi,. . . ,X,,), then the first 
row block of P(T)*AP(T) is (X7,,,, . . .,X,,,,). 
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Proof. Assume that A= [Xii] E S,“(G,$), and let F(r)*At(r)=[YJ. It is 
easy to see that Yij = X,(i),T( i). Then 
yij = x7(i).7( 1) = x(~-‘(~(~(i))-q~(7(j)))) 
= yl,~p-l(vP(i)-qv (i)) = qcp-‘(cpwq~( i))). 
Note that we have used the fact r(1) = 1. This implies [ Yi,] E S,“( G, VJ). By 
symmetry, if [ Yii] E Sqm( G, cp), then 
It is easy to verify that the first row block of [ Yij] is (X+), . . . ,X& if the first 
row block of [Ai] is (Xi,. . . , X,). n 
Let F(r)A = i(r)*Ai(r). It is easy to see that F(T): S~(G,$)+S~(G,cp) is 
a bijection and preserves matrix additions, matrix products and scab 
multiplication. Hence the studies of Sqm( G, 4) and S,“( G, cp) are the same, and 
the results in S,“(G,#) can be easily converted to S,“( G,cp). Therefore it 
suffices to study Sqm(G,X) f or a particular bijection A : Z,,+G which is given 
below. 
Since G is assumed to be abehan, G can be decomposed as a direct 
product G = T,= l(e,) of cyclic factors (e,), having order n, and n = 
nl* f f n,. Note that, in general, the decomposition of G as a direct product of 
cyclic subgroups is not unique. So we fixed a decomposition of G as above 
once and for all. For l<i<n, we define l<u,(i)<n,, a=l,...,s, by the 
equation 
i-l=(a,(i)-1)n,...n,+(a,(i)-l)n,...n, 
+ . . . +(u,_,(i)-l)n,+(u,(i)-1). (2) 
It is easy to see that u,(i), (~=l,..., s, are uniquely determined. Let A : Z,+ 
G be defined by 
h(i)= fi e2(i)-l. (3) 
CY=l 
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It is easy to see that A is a one-to-one correspondence. Since each AE 
Som( G, X) is determined by its first row block (X,, . . . ,X,) via (l), we will 
d&ote A by A&X,, . . . , X,,j, or A(X,, . . . , XJ if 9 = 1. 
LEh4MA 1.2. For (Y = 1 ,...,s let A =[X.@)] be 
where 4’;) are m x m matrices. ‘nen tie Kr~%~cker 
by EIa 
(4) 
1 l<i,j<n 
Proof. It is routine to verify (4) when s =2. For general s, it can be 
proved by induction on s using (2). 
We use the following convention. 
n 
For (Y = 1,. . . , s, let 
n,xn, block m&rices 
product of A, is given 
a - bS0 (mod n,), 
a-b=0 (modn,), 
(5) 
and 
(6) 
For a!=1 , . . . ,s, we _use I& to denote the companion matrix of x”= - 1, 
&= @Ji=1E$a3@) and E,= E,@I,,,. 
We use [A’,,XJ to denote diag(X,, . . .,X,,). 
Since one of the purposes of this paper is to study the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of a generalized block q-circulant, let’s recall the definition of 
Moore-Penrose inverse. 
For an m X n matrix A over @, there exists a unique solution to the 
following system of equations: 
AXA=A, (7a) 
XAx=x, (V 
(AX)*=AX, (7c) 
@A)*=XA, (7d) 
which is called the Moore-Penrose inverse of A and is denoted by A+. The 
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properties which we shall need are as follows: 
If aE@, then ~+=a-l if a#0 
and O+=O. 
If D= ix,, 
[ 1 /=I then D+= i&q+ [ 1 
(A+)+=A; @*)+=(A+)*; A+=A*(AA*)+=(A*A)+A*. (lo) 
(UAV)+ = V*A+U* provided U and V are unitary. (II) 
A+=A-’ if A is nonsingular. 02) 
The main reference to the above results and applications is Boullion and 
Odell’s book [2]. 
REMARKS. (1) Lemma 1.1 holds for nonabelian groups. 
(2) If A E S(G,q) and B E S( G,#), where ‘p and \c, are different, then AB 
is not necessarily a generalized circulant. 
(3) (%(i),..., u,(i)) defined by Eq. (2) is usually called lexicographical 
order. 
(4) The author became interested in the study of circulants through the 
study of semifree actions on homotopy spheres [14]. The coefficients of the 
G-signature formula of the action suitably arranged is a generalized circu- 
lant. In [14], it is shown that if the associated generalized circulant is 
nonsingular, then the normal bundle to the fixed-point set is stably trivial. 
2. STRUCTURE OF S( G,X) 
In this section, we will show that S(G,h) is a commutative algebra over F 
and is isomorphic to the group algebra FG. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A E Y(G,h) if and only if 
A = 2 ( j, E”(‘)-‘)@&, 
i=l 
(13) 
where (Xl , . . . , XJ is the first TOW block of A. 
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since it is easy to verify by induction that 
E,‘=[6~(T~~~-ii,)]l<i,,j,~n,. (14) 
Note that A E Y’(G,h) if and only if A =[X(A-‘(X(i)-‘X( j)))]. Hence our 
proposition is proved. n 
THEOREM 2.2. S( G, A) is a commutative algebra over F which is iscmwr- 
phic to FG, the group algebra of G over F. 
Proof. It follows easily from Proposition 2.1 that if A,B E S(G,A), 
a, b E F, then uA + bB and AB E S( G, h) and AB = BA. It is routine to verify 
that the map f: S(G,X)+FG defined by 
is an isomorphism. n 
REMARK. For circukmts, Proposition 2.1 is a folk theorem and easy to 
verify. Our proof is also straightforward. 
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3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF GENERALIZED q-CIRCULANTS 
In the following, for (Y = 1,. . . , s, let u(u) = 12r. . . n,_ 1, o(a) = fla+l. . . fl,, 
and let ru be a permutation of Z, given by 
r,= 0’ iT’(i+(jn,-n,)u(u),...,i+(jn,-1)0((Y)). (15) 
i=l i=r 
LEMMA 3.1. A(7,‘(i)) =A(@(1 + Us for ufly integer T. 
Proof. By (3), X(l+u(a))=e,, h(i)=~~=,e$‘)-‘. By (15), 
i-l 
r,(i) = 
i+U(o)-naO(o) if [ 1 - ~-1 (modn,), 44 
i+u(Ly) otherwise, 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer in x. By (2), 
i-l=(a,(i)-l)n,.**n,+*** 
+(u,(i)-l)n;~~n,+~~~ +(u,(i)-1). 
Therefore, [(i-1)/u(o)]= - 1 (mod n,) if and only if u,(i)#n,. If u,(i)#n,, 
then uP(i+u(cr))=up(i) for /3# (Y and u,(i+u(a))=u,(i)+l. If u,(i)=n,, 
then u8(7Ji))=uP(i) for p# (Y and u,(r,(i))=O. It follows that h(r,(i))= 
h( i)h( 1 + u( CX)) in both cases. Now the lemma can be proved by induction on 
T. H 
THEOREM 3.2. A E S,“( G, h) if and only if &A = Al?,4 for all IY = i, . . . , s. 
Proof. Note that ,J?a = Z,+,C%E, 63 IO++ It is not difficult to se_e _&at 
!a T P(r,), where ra is the permutation of Z, given by (15). Since Eo,Ep = 
EBE,, we have 7,~~ = ~~7, for ah 1 < (Y,P Qs. Let T be the subgroup of the 
permutation group of Z,, generated by TV, cx = 1,. . . , s. Then T is an abelian 
group of order n. In fact, T is the canonical embedding of G in the 
permutation group of the elements of G. Define a T-action on Z, X Z, by 
r(4 j) = (r(i), rq( j)) f or r E T. It is easy to see that this action is free and if 
(i, i)# (h, k) in the same orbit, then i #h. It follows that this action has 
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exactly n orbits, namely, T(1, j), j = 1 , . . . , n, and each orbit consists of exactIy 
TI elements. By Lemma 3.1, it is easy to verify that 
X(Ta(i))-9h(T,4( j))=A(i)-9X( j) for ah a=l,...,s. (16) 
It follows that 
A(T(i))-9A(79( j))=A(i)_9A( j) for all 7E T. (17) 
Now let A = [Ai] and let [ Yij] = &AZ?~. Note that EJ = Z’(T,~). Then it is 
easy to check that Yii = XTa(ij,7,4( ij. If A E S,“( G,X), then 
Yii = X(X-1(h(T,(i))-9h(T~( i)))) 
Hence A = ,!?,*A& for (Y = 1 , . . . ,s. Conversely, suppose A = &Al!: for ah 
(Y= 1 , . . . .s. Then xii = XO(ij,7.g(ij = XT_(i,i) for all (Y = 1,. . . ,s. This implies xii = 
xhk provided (i, j) and (h, k) are in the same orbit. Let 1 < i, j <n. Since there 
are exactIy n elements in each orbit and the first indices are distinct, there is 
7ET such that r(l,k)=(i,j) f or some k. Hence xii = X(k), where k = 
h-‘(X(i)-9h( j)) by (17). This means A E ST(G,X). W 
It is routine to verify the foIIowing corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3.3. ZfA,BES;(G,h), a,b~F, then uA+bBES;(G,A). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Zj A E S,“( G, A), B E Srm( G, A), then AB E S;(G, 4. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Zf A E S”‘( G,X) and A is rwnainguhr, then A - ’ E 
S”‘(G,A). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Zf A E S,“( G, A), then (A +)* E S;(GJ). 
REMARKS. (1) In [l], Abl ow and Brenner gave a proof of Theorem 3.2 
in the case of q-circulants which is not difficult. Cur proof of Theorem 3.2 is 
new. 
(2) Let u (u) be the identity permutation of { 1,. . . ,~(a)} ((1,. . . ,~(a)}). 
Then 7, defined by (15) is equal to u@(1,2,...,n,)@~. 
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4. GENERALIZED CIRCULANTS OVER @ 
By the definition of Moore-Penrose inverse and Theorem 3.2, it is easy to 
show that if A(X,, . . . , X,,)ES~(G,A), then A(X, ,..., XJ’ESm(G,X). In this 
section, we will give an explicit ,formula for A( X,, . . . ,X,) +. 
For a=1 ,...,s, let w, =cos2m/n,+ isin2r/n,, a primitive n,th root of 
1, and let 
Let fi = @~=,&. It is not difficult to see that Q is unitary and 
Q2= ,-l/2 fi 
[ 
,~P.(iWkJi)-1) 
a=1 1 lCi,jSn 
The following lemma is widely known and is easy to verify. 
(19) 
LEMMA 4.1. Q,*E$,=[&yq_-‘I. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. 
~*A(Xl,...,~)~ =[ jh, (~ ( ~~l~~~(i)‘)(un(~)-‘))xi)]. (20) 
i=l 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, 
8*A(X ,,...,X$ = &@,I,)* 2 ( ~~~E~(i)-l)~Xi)(a~Z~) 
( i=l 
= 5 (6, (Q:EaQa)om’i’-‘) 63 Xi 
i=l 
n 
= c( [ (.$ ;i (&I om(t)-1 @Xi i=l a=1 i, = 1 I’) n = Et [ 6 2 u$m-l)(di)--l) i=l a=1 iu=1 I) oxi 
= z[ n i fi ,C$+-l)(di)-1) @xi i=l is1 a=1 1 
= i&1 2 fi uC$i)-ll)(4i)--l) x. [ ( ( 1 )I t . w i=l a=1 
206 
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COROLLARY 4.3. 
detA(X,,..., 
COROLLARY 4.4. The eigenvalues of R(x,, . . . , a) are 
n s 
z(n o~(+l)(~m(i)-l) x, 14 for j = l,...,n. i=l a=1 
The following proposition is a converse of Proposition 4.2. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Zf 8*A8=[Ayc=,Yi], then AESm(G,h) a& A= 
A(X,, . . . ,X,), where Xi =~~_l(IIs~=l~~(i)-l)(~~(j)-l))Yj. 
Proof. Since fi*Q = Z,, 
X fi ~~*(k)-l)(ov(i)-l) = S(i,j)+ ( CY=l 1 
Let Xi = E;= 1(11”,= ,zF@- l)(OJi)k ‘)) Yj. Then, by Proposition 4.2, 
8*n(x l,...,x”)fi = 
[ 
iH, 2 fi ,(4i)-l)(o,(i)-C x ( ( a i=l a=1 ) Jl 
= ih, 5 ji ,(4+1)(0,(i)-11) [ ( ( a i=l a=1 1 
x i fi &%w)k%wl) yk 
( ( k=l a=1 1 HI 
= 6, k+iiWk = i&Yi . [ = lr 1 
HenceA=A(X, ,..., X,)ESm(G,X). 
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COROLLARY 4.6. A E S(G,X) if and only if &PAS2 is a diugonul matrix. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let h(x,, . . . ,xJ E S(G, A). Then 
(22) 
where 
Proof. This follows easily from Propositions 4.2 and 4.4 and (9), (11). w 
REMARI(S. (1) For circulants, (21) is due to W. Spottiswoode (1853), and 
was proved by L. Cremona (1856) (see [S]). This began the study of 
circulants. 
(2) For generalized circulants, (21) was first proved in [14] by a very 
primitive method which does not give any information on eigenvalues. 
(3) For circulants, (22) is a special case of a formula in [5]. 
5. GENERALIZED q-CIRCULANTS OVER @ 
Let A E S,“( G,X). The purpose of this section is to give an explicit 
formula for its Moore-Penrose inverse A + . 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Zf A,B ESJG,X), then AB*ES”(G,A). 
Proof. Let A=[XJ, B=[YJ, AB*=[Z,J. Then 
zii = 5 Xi/$ 
k=l 
= kg1 X(h-1(X(i)-9X(k)))Y*(X-1(h( i)-9h(k))). 
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Let h=h-l@(i)-V(k)). It is easy to see that h also xuns through 2,. 
Hence Zii =Ez=rXhY*(h-‘(X( j)-Q(i)%(h))). On the other hand, 
= ~lXhY*(h-1(h(h-1(h(i)-1A(j)))-9h(h))) 
= $IX,Y*(h-‘(A( i)-9h(i)9h(h))) = Zii. 
This implies AB* E Sm(G,X). n 
We remark that in general for B E SJG,X), B* is not necessarily a 
generalized r-circulant for any T. 
THEOREM 5.2. L,et AE Sy(G,A). Then fi*AA*fi= D is a diagonal block 
matrix and A+ = A*&?D+V. 
Proof By Proposition 5.1, AA* E S”(G,h). Therefore fi*AA*fi= D is a 
diagonal block matrix by Propo$tion 4.2. By (lo), (ll), D+ =fi*(AA*)+fi, 
andA+=A*(AA*)+=A*$D+Q*. n 
It is known that, in general, the Moore-Penrose inverse of a q-circulant is 
not necessarily an r-circulant for any T if (q,n)# 1. For the rest of this 
section, we assume that (4, n) = 1 and r is the mod n inverse of q, i.e., qrE 1 
(mod n). 
THEOREM 5.3. 1f A E S,“( G, X), then A + E S,?‘( G, A). 
Proof. Note that &A = A& implies $A =A22 for any t. In particu- 
lar, l?;A=A&, since E,“=i,. Then A*,??,* =J?,*A* and &A*=A*I$ By 
Theorem 3.2, A* E Srm(G,h). It follows from Corollary 3.6 that A + E 
So. n 
In the following we will give another formula for A + which seems to be 
new even for q-circulants. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let T:Z,,+Z,, be a map defined by r(i)=X-‘(A(i)q). Then 
T i.s a permutation and r(u,(T(i))- 1)-u,(i)- 1 (mod n,) and u,(T(i))-l- 
q(u,(i) - 1) (mod n,) for (Y = 1,. . . ,s. 
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Proof. Since (4, n) = 1, it is routine to check that T is a permutation. By 
(3), A(7(i))=nS,=,e~(7(i))-‘=X(i)q=IIsa_lea4(~a(i)-1). Hence 
u,(~(i)) - l=q(u,(i) - 1) (mod qJ. 
Since qr s 1 (mod n), it follows that 
r(u,(~(i))-1)~u,(i)-1 (modn,). 1 
LEMMA 5.5. F(T) E Sy(G,h) and &)* E SF(G,X). 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that P(T) E S,(G,A), P(T)* E S,(G,A). Note 
that E,‘= [h(t,fa - ia)Il<ib,/m<na bY (14). Thus 
and 
Jf2= [ It qq+,P),up( j) -q?(i))]. 
p=1 
Let [xii] = P(T)*@P(T). Then 
%j= $ Gp(4s(~~P),u~(7(j))-up(7(i))) 
(by lkmma 5.4) 
Hence P(r)*l?zP(~)= &. Th’ 
= P(T)+ E S,(G,A). 
1s implies P(T) E S,(G,A). By Theorem 4.3, P(T)* 
n 
THEOREM 5.6. A ESy(G,A) if and dy if @(7)*AES”‘(G,X). Furher- 
we, 
4(7)*hq(X, )..., xJ=h(X, ,..., XJ. (23) 
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Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 4.5,_and the second 
statement follows from the observation that r(1) = 1 and P(T)A,(X,, . . .,XJ 
only permutes row blocks of A,(X,, . . . ,X,). n 
THEOREM 5.7. R&X,, . . .,X,,)+ =R(X,, . . .,X,,)++(T)*. 
Proof. By (11) and Theorem 4.6, 
A(&, . . . , X,)+=(P(r)*A&X, ,..., k))+=A&X, ,..., X,,)+P(T). 
This implies the theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.8. 
detA,(X, ,..., X,,)=detA(X, ,..., X,,). (24) 
We remark that if (9, n) # 1, then det A,(X,, . . . , X,,) = 0, since there are at 
least two identical rows in A,(Xi,. . . ,X,). 
REMARKS. (1) q-circulants were first defined and studied by Ablow and 
Brenner [ 11. 
(2) Proposition 5.1, Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 for q-circulants are 
due to StalIings and Boulhon [ll]. 
(3) It is easy to see that if (q,n) = 1, then the formula in Theorem 5.7 is 
simpler than the formula in Theorem 5.2. 
6. COMPOSITE MATRIX OF GENERALIZED q-CIRCULANTS 
Let G and H of two finite abelian groups of order n and m, respectively, 
and let 9 : Z,,-+G, li, : Z,,,+ H be two one-to-one correspondences. For 1 < i Q 
mn, we define 1 <u,(i) <n, 1 <a2(i) <m by 
i-l=(a,(i)-l)m+(a,(i)-1). (25) 
Define cp @ 4 : Z,,,, +G x H by (~@+)(i)=((p(ui(i)),$(us(i))). It is clear that 
cp@ 4 is a one-to-one correspondence. Let u be any positive integer. We 
denote the elements of Smu( G, ‘p) by (9(X,, . . . ,X,,), where & are mu X mu 
matrices and where Xi,. .., X, are the blocks in the first row of blocks. 
Similarly we denote the elements of S"(H,#) by $( Y,, . . . , Y,), and the 
elements of S”(G X H,cp@#) by (@@$)(Z,,...,Z,,). 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Let Q(X,,...,X,,)ESmU(G,~) such that XiES”(H>$) 
for i= 1 ,...,tz. zf&=lC/(Yci_ljm+l,..., Y,,) fbr i=l,...,n, then 
~(lcl(y,,...,y,),...,~(y~~-,+1,...,y-)) 
=(&@IJ)(Y,..... Y_) E S”(G x H,rp@#). (26) 
Then yii is the (uz(i), a,( j))-block in XOl(ij,Ol(ij. Since Xol(i),o,(i) = 
X(cp-‘(p,(o,(i))-‘~(o,( i)))) E S”(H, #), Yii is equal to the 
(1,Ic,-‘(1cI(u~(i))-~(u~( j))))-block in X(cp-1(cp(uI(4-1v(u~( i)))). Hence yii= 
Y(h), where 
Then 
and 
u~(h)=lCI-l(~(uz(i))-l~(uz(i))). 
Hence 
(9,~~)(h)=(~(u,(h))y~(u,(h))) 
= (~(~l(~))Y~(~,(~)))-‘(cp(~l(~))~~(~z( iN 
This implies yii E S”( G X H, cpC3 t,b). Now the proposition is clear. n 
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COROLLARY 6.2. Let A E S(G,q), B E S(H,+). Then A@,B E S(G X H,cp 
@$)* 
Proof. Let A=[u,J. Then A@B=[[ai$3]. It is clear that [UiiB]E 
Sm(G,~) and uiiB E S(H,#). Hence A@B E S(G X H,cp@q). n 
The following is a converse of Proposition 6.1. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let [Yi,]l<i,,~,=(~~~)(Y,,...,Y~)ESU(G’H,cp 
@$). For l~%p<n> let X~B=[Y(,-,),+,,(p-l)m+bll<a,b(m’ Then XasE 
S”(H,#) UWI, [X,,] E s”(Gy~p). MUWOU~, Xi=~(Y~i-l)m+l,...,Yi,) ud 
[X,pl = @‘(X,, * * * J,). 
Proof. I_& z& = Y(,_ l)m+o,(p_ l)m+b. It is routine to verify that Z,& = 
Z($-‘($(u)-‘+(b))). This implies Xap E S”(H,$). Next, we want to show 
X a/r = X(p,-‘(rp(cu)-‘q(p))). Note that the (a, b)-block of Xaa is 
Y(,-,)m+.,(~-l)m+b and the (a, b)-block of X(q-‘(cp(a)cp( p))) is 
‘a,(cp~‘(~(a)-~(P))-l)m+b’ It suffices to show that they are equal. But this is 
routine again. So it is left as an exercise. n 
Define f:Z,,+Z, by f(i)=q-‘(‘p(i)q). As in Lemma 5.4, f is a permuta- 
tion 
LEMMA 6.4. P(f)* E S,(G,q). (27) 
Proof. Let r:Z,+Z, be defined by ~(i)=h-1(X(i)9). By Lemma 5.5, 
P(T)*ES~(G,~). By Lemma 1.1, P(h-‘rp)*P(~)*P(h-+p)~S&G,rp). But 
P(X-‘C~)*P(T)*P(X-~~J) = P(cp-‘huh-‘QI)* and cp(cp-‘TWX-‘q(i)) = (am. 
Hence f = q-‘X~A-‘cp, and it follows that P(f)* E S,(G,cp). q 
Similarly define g:&+Z, by g(j)=+-‘(#(i)P), where (p,m)=l. Then 
P( g)* E S&H, #). 
PROPOSITION 6.5. 
for i = 1,. . . , 
Let (P,(X,, . . . ,XJ E SJG,q) s-u& that Xi E S,(H,$) 
n. Zf Xi=~p(y~i-l~m+l ,..., y,,) fm+i=l,... ,n2, then 
=(@%J)( yp..., y,&S(G XWPW). 
Proof. It is not difficult to show that 
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and P( g)& = P( g)$,( yci_ ijm+ i, . . . , yi,) E S(H, 4). Now Proposition 6.5 
follows from Proposition 6.1. n 
=((@W)(y1,..., Ymn))+PuP'Pk))~ (28) 
COROLLARY 6.7. 
(29) 
REMARKS. (1) Th e composite matrices of circulants have been studied 
in [8, lo]. 
(2) Propositions 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 hold for nonabelian groups. 
(3) It would be interesting to know if Lemma 6.4 holds for nonabehan 
groups. 
7. GENERALIZED CIRCULANTS OVER A GALOIS FIELD 
Let p be a prime. It is not difficult to see that ail the results of Sec. 4 and 
Sec. 5 hold in any splitting field of x” - 1 over Zr, provided n r0 (mod p). 
However, if n=O (mod p), then the methods of Sec. 4 and Sec. 5 cannot be 
applied, simply because we do not have enough roots of unity to construct Q. 
In the following we use K to denote the splitting field of X” - 1 over Zp. 
Then K is a GaIois field. 
THEOREM 7.1. For LY = 1,. . . , s, let n, = map &, m, &O (mod p), let t = 
X:“,= Ita, and let pa be a primitive m, th root of unity in K. Then 
detA(x,,...,xJ= 
where x1.. . . , x, are n indeterminants. 
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Proof Since E, is the companion matrix of x”= - 1 and 
x”-l~(x~-l)~‘” (modp), 
{ /Q-i]ia=l,..., m,} are m, distinct m,th roots of unity in K for o = 1,. . . , s 
[13, p. 1161. Let U, (1~) be an eigenvector of E, with eigenvalue r~$, i.e., 
E,uija) = &ALL). Let @“,=,u:“’ be the Kronecker product of ~Lia). Then by 
using Proposition 2.1, it is routine to show 
Hence E~=,x,II~,, P$@=(“)-~) is an eigenvalue of h(x,, . . . ,x,), It is easy to see 
that if ( jl,. . .,i,)#(k,,. ..,I?,), then 
Thus 
& = 
I 
is a collection of T,,im, distinct eigenvalues of R(x,, . . .,x,) in K. Let 
%xicx l,...) x,), i=l,..., rz, be the complete set of eigenvalues of A(x,, . . .,x,) 
in any splitting field of det(A(x,, . . . , x,) - tZ,,) over K. It is obvious that 
%i(l,o,..., O)=l and ?&(O ,..., 0)=0 for all i=l,..., n. It follows that 
degXj(xl,..., x,)=1 for all i=l,..., n, because 
detA(x,,..., xJ= fi 9Ci(X1,...,Xn). 
i=l 
Hence 
xj(r 1 ,..., x,)= i: $XJo ,..., 0, i,o ,..., 0) 
i=l 
= g, XiX(Q, 
where !%I’) is an ei envahre of (8: = lEa 
0 
“=(i)-1. However, it is easy to see that 
al1 eigenvalues of “, = lE$i)- ’ are of the form pa = i ~~(“~@- ‘). This proves 
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that & is the complete set of distinct eigenvalues of A(x,, . . . ,x,). It follows 
from a fact in the theory of polynomials over a finite field that all eigenval- 
ues have the same multiplicity, which is p’ (see [13, p. 1201). Consequently 
detA(x,,...,xJ = 
The following is a generalization of a result of Ore [7l. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let xi,. . . , x,, be n in determinants and n = p t, where p 
is a prime. Then 
det A(x,, . . . , 4 = igl xip* (mod P)* (31) 
REMARKS. (1) It is Ore [;1 who first studied the congruence mod p of 
the determinants of circulants. Corollary 7.2 is a generalization of his result. 
(2) Theorem 7.1 was proved by Silva for circulants in [9] by a different 
method. Chao [3] also gave another proof. It seems that their method cannot 
be easily extended to generalized circulants. 
(3) It is clear that the proof of Theorem 7.1 also gives an alternate proof 
of Corollary 4.3 and Corollary 4.4. 
8. AN APPLICATION TO THE THEORY OF VIBRATIONS 
In this section, we will give a simple application of our results to the 
theory of vibrations. For related applications, see [l]. Consider a system of n 
point masses mi ( j = 1,. . . , n), interconnected by springs and constrained to 
having but one degree of freedom each. Let kii be the modified spring 
constant which connects masses mi and mi. kii are nonnegative, and kii = kii. 
Let qi be the generalized coordinate locating mass mi. It is known that the 
masses move in a normal mode at natural frequency w according to the 
equation 
4, = peimt 
1 1 ’ 
i = 1,2 ,...,n, 
where w is the square root of an eigenvalue and the @) are the components 
of the corresponding eigenvector of the dynamical matrix 
A = M-‘(K-S), 
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where 
M = diag(m,, . . . ,m,), 
K = diag(K,,. ..,K,), 
Ki = i: kih 
h=l 
and 
Now as an example, consider nine equal masses equally spaced around a 
circle and constrained to move along frictionless tracks which lie in the plane 
of the circle and normal to its circumference. Number the masses 1 through 
9 clockwise as in the figures. Let springs of equal modified spring constant 
kii = a (b, c, d) connect the masses whose representative points are joined by 
straight lines in Fig. 1 (2, 3, 4, respectively). 
Then the dynamical matrix S is equal to 
Oaabcdbdc 
aoadbccbd 
a a Ocdbdcb 
bdcoaabcd 
cbdaoadbc 
dcbaaocdb 
bcdbdcoaa 
dbccbdaoa 
cdbdcbaa0 
1 9 
FIG. 1. ,$=a. FIG. 2. $ = b. 
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7 
3 
5 5 
FIG. 3. hi = c. FIG. 4. hi = d. 
It is easy to see that S E S( 2, X &,A), where 
A(1) = (O,O), h(2) = (0, l), X(3) = (0,2), * . . , 
A(8) = (2, l), X(9) = (2,2). 
It follows from results of Sec. 4 that the eigenvalues of S are 2a +2b + 2c + 
2d, 2a-b-c-d, 2a-b-c-d, 2b-a-c-d, 2b-a-c-d, 2c-a-b 
-d,2c-a-b-d,2d-a-b-c,2d-a-b-c. 
We leave the computation of the eigenvectors to the reader. 
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